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When it comes to determin-
ing what makes the best
broadhead there are few

people without an opinion. Add into
the mix the difference between
mechanicals and fixed bladed heads
and you might have a physical fight
on your hands. While some people
swear by a specific model you will
find others that will probably swear
at it. 

An informal poll of a number of
archery shops selected at random by
ArrowTrade from across the country
shows that there is no one size fits all
answer. While some shops indicated
sales ratios of fixed bladed heads to
mechanicals of 60 percent to 40 per-
cent an equal amount of shops
showed exactly the opposite ratios
where mechanicals outsold fixed
bladed heads. However there were
extremes with some shops selling 90
percent fixed blades and 10 percent
mechanicals at one end and other
shops selling 90 percent mechani-
cals and 10 percent fixed blades.

The styles, either mechanical or
fixed bladed broadheads, as well as
the brand being sold varies greatly
with the area of the country and the
individual dealer. It seems as if the
determining factors when it comes
to broadhead sales are greatly influ-
enced by the experience and person-
al preference of the dealer and the
success of his customers. Nothing
seems to form a greater loyalty to a
broadhead then success and nothing
can be more detrimental than a lost
animal although we are all aware
that in both cases there are many
other contributing factors. 

While it may initially appear that
there is no logic to broadhead sales
other then personal preference that
is far from the truth. With today’s
ever changing technology and the
constant appearance of new prod-
ucts there is much to be considered
when attempting to identify new
trends or deciding which broad-
heads to stock. With all of that being
said lets take a more logical look at
some of the latest designs as well as
those that have stood the test of
time. To help sort out this complex
subject ArrowTrade sought the input

of dealers, manufacturers and dis-
tributors to give us a rounded look at
the subject of broadheads.

Distributor Viewpoint
“We are seeing the sales between

fixed bladed and mechanical broad-
heads leveling out,” said Dave Parker
Purchasing and Sales Manager for

The BloodRunner recently introduced by
New Archery Products is a hybrid head
sure to appeal to a large segment of
bowhunters who want the large cut
offered by mechanicals without being con-
cerned about its failure to open on impact.
The BloodRunner produces a 1-1/2 inch
cut when opening on impact but will even
deliver a 1 inch cut in the closed position.

The Braxe by New Archery Products
offers extreme design for those
bowhunters looking for something defi-
nitely different. Featuring three double
edged, razor sharp offset blades and a
bone-crushing Trivex point it delivers a
devastating wound channel.

The Spitfire and Thunderhead styles are
well-established and make up the bulk of
sales for New Archery Products. This
Spitfire Max is new for 2009, and has a
large 1.75 inch cutting diameter. It’s
tipped with a replaceable cut-on-contact
blade and has a micro-groove ferrule to
improve airflow and stability.

The Thunderhead
when it was intro-
duced was consid-
ered a high priced
head but it offered
a new level of pre-
cision and strength
and over the years
gained legions of
fans. Today its
design seems sim-
ple in comparison
to many heads on
the market. As a
result, it is priced
very attractively.
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Kinsey’s. “Fixed bladed heads are
well established among bowhunters
and carry a lot of brand loyalty.
Names like Muzzy, NAP and G5 are
among those fixed bladed broad-
heads with staying power and com-
bined with a number of other manu-
facturers make up a major portion of
fixed bladed sales. With that being
said the mechanical broadhead side
of the market is offering more
options and it seems as if every day
there is a new head on the market.
For example the popularity of the
Rage was overwhelming last year.
The marketing behind the mechani-
cal heads combined with the glitz
they offer make them hot items for
the bowhunter looking for some-
thing new. When it comes to broad-
head sales the greatest influence
comes from behind the counter and
the dealer is well advised to not only
track brand loyalty but also to keep
up with current trends.” 

New Archery Products
We could find no better place to

start our investigation into the man-
ufacturing end of things than with a
name synonymous with quality
broadhead design, New Archery
Products (NAP). “Our name New
Archery Products really defines our
company philosophy,” stated Bob
Mizek, Director of Engineering for
NAP. “When it comes to broadheads
we want to be a one stop shopping
center for our customers. We have
learned that our customers expect
not only quality but new ideas and
innovation as well. Our Thunder-
head and Spitfire series are our

biggest sellers by far and offer the
consumer the best in both fixed
bladed and mechanical heads how-
ever those products do not necessar-
ily suit everyone.”

“Recently I met with a group of
bowhunters from a club at which I
was scheduled to make a presenta-
tion,” Mizek explained. “When I
asked what they wanted me to dis-
cuss one of the younger men said,
‘Talk about the new heads not the
old ones like the Thunderhead. They
may have been great in their day but
they are not good for the whitetail we
hunt today.’  I have to admit that his
comment took me by surprise as I
was thinking he might be hunting
somewhere where they had armor
plated deer. But the longer we talked
the more I realized that he was sim-
ply one of a new breed of customer
that is always looking for something
‘new or different’. While a large seg-
ment of the broadhead customers
are loyal to a specific broadhead
style or brand the remaining portion
wants to see change and this seg-
ment drives the industry to develop
new ideas and use new technologies.
While some broadhead manufactur-
ers are content to target only certain
segments of the market NAP chooses
to cover the entire market range.
This means offering a wide variety of
quality broadheads with the most

desirable features and the best
"tuneability". It also means con-
stantly looking for new broadhead
ideas such as our new BloodRunner
and Braxe. I believe that archery
shops that use that same logic will
satisfy their brand loyal and style
loyal customers as well as attract
new customers and in turn maxi-
mize broadhead sales and profitabil-
ity.”

Slick Trick
“Slick Trick kicked off the short-

head design in broadheads in the
year 2000 with its 100 grain Magnum
head,” said Gary Cooper, President
of Slick Trick. “Since that time we
have seen steady growth and greatly
expanded the line of heads we offer
and our sales have doubled in the
last two years. Our broadheads are
designed to maximize stability and
flight with today’s high speed bows
by minimizing their profile exposure
while producing maximum cuts.
Slick Trick’s unique Alcatraz blade
locking design also produces a
replaceable blade head with the
strength of a single piece head. New
from Slick Trick for 2009 is our
Razortrick and the Grizztrick.”

Muzzy
“Muzzy’s name is synonymous

with quality fixed bladed broad-
heads,” explained Fred Settles, Chief
Operating Officer for Muzzy. “We are
a grass roots company that takes

Slick Trick’s 100 grain Magnum is its best
selling broadhead and was the original
short-head broadhead design according
to Gary Cooper President of Slick Trick.

Slick Trick’s Razortrick is new for 2009.
Available in both 100 and 125 grains with
.040 inch thick blades the Razortrick is an
all steel cut-on-contact head. The four
bladed low profile head minimizes wind
resistance making it an excellent choice
for today’s high speed bows. Slick Trick’s
Deadbolt blade locking design ensures
maximum strength and blade stability.
While the head measures 1-1/4 inches
overall due to its sharp entry angle it can
produces entry wounds of approximately
1-1/2 inches.

The Grizztrick 100 and 125 grain are new
from Slick Trick for 2009. With a chisel
style bone smashing tip and Slick Trick’s
Alcatraz blade locking design the
Grizztrick is a four bladed head with a 1-
1/4 inch cut that due to its design easily
produces entry holes of 1-1/2 inches or
larger.
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pride in our products, and one with a
proven track record with our design
concepts. Our efforts have been
rewarded with unparalleled cus-
tomer loyalty. At Muzzy we do not
concern ourselves with chasing the
latest trends or fads but instead con-
stantly strive to make our proven
products better. We have done that
again with the all new Phantom-MX
which we have introduced for 2009.” 

Rage
Reports indicate the Rage

enjoyed a phenomenal reception in
2008 with sold out conditions occur-
ring towards the end of the season in
many areas. The manufacturer has
indicated that changes in produc-
tion will correct that problem and
deliveries are ensured for 2009 of this
mechanical head. The Rage offers
huge cutting areas and easy to follow
blood trails. While pin-point accura-
cy is the aim of every hunter the
large 2 inch cut on the two bladed
model gives extra room for error

making it more forgiving. The three
bladed model is very popular for big
game and also makes a great turkey
head as well. Practice heads are
included in each pack making set-up
and sighting in quick and easy.

American Broadhead
“Our cut-on-contact broadhead

design is based on a specially
designed wedge shape,” explained
Derrick Perkins, President of
American Broadhead. “This wedge

Muzzy’s all new Phantom-MX is its latest
version of a cut-on-contact head with a
compact aerodynamic design. The
Phantom-MX features .040 inch thick
blades for maximum durability. The four
bladed head with a cutting diameter of 1-
1/8 inch by 1 inch offers a compact profile
for superior flight and maximum accuracy
even at high speeds.

The Muzzy 100 is one of Muzzy’s top sell-
ing heads and is a staple in many archery
shops across the nation, with a proven
track record of sales. It is available in both
three and four bladed models.

Muzzy’s MX-3 and MX-4 100 grain mod-
els are upgraded versions of its popular
Muzzy 100 grain three and four bladed
models. The MX series offers Muzzy’s
proven basic design in a shorter head with
an increased blade thickness of .025 of an
inch.
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The 100 grain Rage two bladed model
accounted for approximately 60 percent
of Rage sales in 2008. Its rear blade
deployment design with 2 inch cut made it
very popular among fans of mechanical
heads. New for 2009 is a 1-1/2 inch version
for smaller framed and short draw shoot-
ers who have less kinetic energy in their
set-ups. Packs of each come complete with
practice heads making set-up and sight-
ing-in easier. Replacement blades are
available.

Rage’s 100 grain three bladed head (at
right) made up approximately 40 percent
of 2008 sales. The three bladed version
offers the popular rear employment
design and produces a 1-1/2 inch cutting
diameter. While the three bladed version
is excellent for all big game it is becoming
very popular with turkey hunters as well.
Each pack comes with a practice head for
ease of set-up. Replacement blades are
readily available.

American Broadhead’s newer Super
Sonic head combines all of the best fea-
tures developed by American Broadhead
to date. The blades are scooped out to
maintain a maximum cut with a reduced
surface area to maximize flight. The
strong lock nut locks the cut-on-contact
blades into a solid unit for maximum
strength and penetration. Super Sonics
are available in 85, 100 and 125 grains.
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shape does two important things.
First it minimizes the head’s profile
ensuring excellent flight from even
the fastest bows. Second the special
wedge shape stretches the hide and
internal tissue and organs as it cuts
resulting in a wound channel that is
larger then the diameter of the head
itself. As a result our 1-1/8 inch head
can cut a 1-1/2 inch wound channel
and in almost all cases results in
complete pass-throughs. Our heads
feature .036 inch thick 420 stainless
steel blades. They are like shooting
steak knives out of your bow.”  

G5
G5 offers three styles of

broadheads, solid one piece
heads in the popular Montec
series, the Striker series offering
heads with replaceable blades
and its mechanical Tekan series.
G5 said it is seeing increasing
growth in its broadhead sales
overall and although it sells more
fixed bladed heads it sees a defi-
nite growth with its mechanical
series. Among G5’s fixed bladed
models the Striker is presently
the fasting growing model. 

Trophy Ridge 
“Within the Trophy Ridge

broadhead line-up are three
fixed bladed heads, one hybrid
head and 11 mechanical mod-
els,” said Ross Rinehart
Marketing Manager for Trophy
Ridge. “The majority of our
mechanical models are based on
the successful and proven Rocket
front deployment design. These
heads come in a variety of
weights, cutting diameters and

73Circle 137 on Response Card

American Broadhead’s 100 grain Turkey
Terror is designed to bunch up feathers,
bones and muscle transferring 100 per-
cent of the arrow’s kinetic energy to the
bird. This head should be at the top of the
list of anyone hunting turkey with the
bow.

Specially designed for use with crossbows
is American Broadhead’s Bolt Sonic. The
Bolt Sonic weights in at 150 grains and is
designed to improve the front of center
balance of the short crossbow bolt.
Improving the FOC and adding weight to
the front of the bolt allows the bolt to
accept more energy from the crossbow on
the shot, which the broadhead firm says
can result in extending the kill zone dis-
tance by at least 25 percent.

G5’s Teckan mechanical head has been
redesigned and the cutting diameter
increased from 1-5/16 of an inch to 1-
1/2 inches. The blade retention system
has been improved with a leaner attack
angle to maximize penetration and
arrow tracking as the head travels
through the animal. Small serrations on
the leading edge of the blade help the
blade grab hair and tissue upon entry
to increase quick blade deployment.
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materials. The Buckblaster was one
of the early hybrid models offered by
the then Rocket broadhead line. It

combines the advantages of a fixed
bladed cut-on-contact design with
the increased cutting diameter of a
mechanical. While consumers are
brand loyal they are still always look-
ing for something ‘new’. That is why
at Trophy Ridge we offer proven
quality designs while keeping cur-
rent with the latest trends such as
our new rear deployment Meat
Seeker series.”

Mid Atlantic Archery
Products

“Today’s bows are quieter and
faster,” said Scott Mackie, President
of Mid Atlantic Archery Products.
“The advancements in bow technol-

ogy drive the need for the broadhead
industry to keep pace with these
advancements in order to deliver to
the bowhunter the best combination
possible. In that regard Mid Atlantic
has not only met the challenge but in
many ways led the way with new
broadhead technology. Our popular
Crimson Talon broadhead line-up
includes fixed bladed, minis,
mechanicals and hybrids meaning
we have something for every
bowhunter’s taste. However most
important is that all of our broad-
heads are designed around our tried
and proven spin technology. Spin
technology is based upon patented
airfoils that spin stabilize the arrow
and it works hand in hand with
today’s faster bows. Our three bladed
Crimson Talon, available in either
100 or 125 grains, is our number one
seller but our new X System hybrid
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Trophy Ridge’s
Ultimate Steel broad-
head comes in 75, 100
and 125 grain weights
with a 1 inch cutting
diameter. The
Ultimate Steel is a
favorite among the
hunters desiring a
short low profile
head.

The 100 grain Meat Seeker from Trophy Ridge comes in a two blad-
ed (shown here) or a three bladed model. Both use rear deployment
technology and incorporate a power piston to hammer the blades
forward. The three bladed model has a 1-1/2 inch cutting diameter
while the two bladed model offers a massive 2 inch diameter cut.

The Steelhead XL is a top seller among
Trophy Ridge’s front deployment line of
mechanical heads. The 100 grain head
offers a 1-1/2 inch cut and is a time hon-
ored favorite among hunters. New for
2009 is the addition of a Titanium Nitride
coating on the ferrule which provides a
harder surface for increased durability
and reduced friction for both good pene-
tration and reduced wind drag during
flight.

The original Crimson Talon from Mid
Atlantic Archery Products remains the
company’s top seller. Using its patented
spin technology the broadhead is spin sta-
bilized in flight making it well suited for
today’s faster bows.

New for 2009 from Mid Atlantic Archery
Products is the X System. The X System is a
hybrid system combining both a .040 inch
thick cut-on-contact blade with deploy-
able .036 inch thick blades which produce
a huge 2-3/8 inch cutting surface. The
company says this broadhead has field
point accuracy with no kinetic energy loss
or deflections on impact. The patented
inertia Trigger Cam eliminates the need
for rubber bands or o-rings and the X
System is spin stabilized for maximum
accuracy and comes with three turbine tip
practice heads.

New for 2009 G5 offers the Montec CS.
The one piece Montec CS is produced
using G5’s patented Metal Injection
Molding process. This 100 grain broad-
head utilizes carbon steel which allows
the head to be 25 percent sharper and
harder than earlier designs. It is easily re-
sharpened after repeated use. The three
bladed 100 grain Montec CS has a cutting
diameter of 1-1/16 inches.
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broadhead introduced for 2009 is
receiving a tremendous reception.”  

Arrowdynamic Solutions
Matt Futtere, owner of

Arrowdynamic Solutions, said he has
seen a steady growth in both the
interest and understanding of his
broadhead design over the past sev-
eral years. Futtere manufactures the
Guillotine head designed specifically
for turkey hunters and the Atom
which Futtere considers an entirely
new category of broadhead for big
game.

“The Atom is a blade-less design
that exceeds all performance criteria
of both fixed and mechanical bladed
heads,” Futtere claimed. “In the
place of a conventional blade the
Atom utilizes .061 inch thick
Nickel/Titanium Razor Wire which
combines tremendous strength and

flexibility. The Razor Wire is engi-
neered to compress and rebound
when passing thru bone minimizing
the loss of kinetic energy and
increasing penetration. However,
thru muscle, skin and soft tissue
vitals the razor wire expands to cut
full width. The Atom has two
replaceable Razor Wires providing
four exposed cutting surfaces at all

times. Its no blade design means no
‘steering or planning’ guaranteeing
pin-point accuracy.”  Arrowdynamic
Solutions makes the Atom in two 100
grain versions including a solid tita-
nium model and for 2009 has added
a 75 grain version for those
bowhunters seeking additional
speed. 

Whatever you’re looking 
for in a bowstring material, 
BCY has a product tailored to 
your needs. See our catalog 
or visit our web site: www.
bcyfi bers.com

There’s a good reason why 
BCY 452X bowstring material 
is supplied as original equipment 
by most major bow manufacturers:
• Absolutely no creep
• Superior stability
• Very good speed and durability
PLUS:
• The widest range of single and
  two color material
• Same day personal service and 
  advice from people who really 
  know archery

The perfect shot
AND the 
perfect bowstring

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
www.bcyfi bers.com • e-mail: bcyray@msn.com

Rely
on

It doesn’t get any 
better than this...

Circle 121 on Response Card

The Atom broadhead manufactured by
Arrowdynamic Solutions is based on a
radically different blade-less concept. The
Atom utilizes .061 thick Nickel/Titanium
Razor Wire. 

Bullet Archery’s Razorring broadhead
cuts a wound channel the size of a 16
gauge shot gun (11/16 inch) hole resulting
in massive blood trails and quicker recov-
eries. The total cutting surface of the 100
grain three bladed head is 1-1/8 inches.
Combining the cutting diameter with the
cutting ring circumference the head pro-
duces a total of 5-1/2 inches of cutting sur-
face. The 125 grain version produces a
total cutting surface of 6 inches. 

The Blade Alignment Technology (BAT) introduced by Innerloc Broadheads allows for
the individual adjustment of each broadhead for perfect alignment even with carbon
arrows, where you typically can’t reposition the insert. Braodheads leave the bow in the
same way each time forcing them to react to the air through which they travel consis-
tently from shot to shot. This fine tuning results in better groups and more efficient
flight. BAT equipped heads feature an Allen wrench adjustment in the end of a threaded
ferrule “stud” that screws into the broadhead body. Simply back out the stud from the
fully inserted position to change the broadhead’s fit in the arrow. The result is easily
obtainable variable blade alignment. 
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Bullet Archery
Bullet Archery applies modern

manufacturing technology to the age
old idea of cutting a larger hole. Its
Razorring broadhead combines a
typical three bladed broadhead with
an add-on cutting ring. The broad-
heads tip is bone-shattering tem-
pered tool steel while the ring and
blades are made from surgical steel.
The ferrule is made of aircraft-alu-
minum and the manufacturing tech-
nology involved ensures a concen-
tric and balanced broadhead. 

Sullivan Industries
“We offer both fixed bladed and

mechanical broadheads in our
Innerloc broadhead line,” said Kevin
Sullivan Vice President of Sullivan
Industries. “While the majority of
our broadhead sales are made up
with our well established fixed blad-
ed models the sales of our mechani-
cal heads are seeing steady growth as
well. Our patented Center Locking
System is the most accurate, durable
broadhead assembly method avail-
able resulting in the convenience of
a replaceable bladed head with the
strength of a solid head. Going one

step further in 2008 we introduced
Blade Alignment Technology (BAT)
which allows each individual broad-
head to be perfectly aligned for max-
imum accuracy and performance.” 

Excalibur
Excalibur, a leading name in

crossbows, recently introduced the
Boltcutter broadhead. “Because
crossbows do not have the adjust-
ment flexibility of conventional com-
pounds it is necessary to be able to
fine tune the arrow as opposed to the
bow,” explained Peter Balfour of
Excalibur’s Sales and Marketing
Department. “Lighter arrows shot
from crossbows with speeds of 350
feet per second or more can have a
tendency to plane at longer distances.
The heavier Boltcutter broadhead has
a stabilizing effect and results in
improved accuracy and penetration at
all ranges.”

Magnus
“Magnus is in its 25th year of

broadhead production,” said Mike
Sohm, CEO of Magnus. “While we
offer a complete line of cut-on-con-
tact broadheads we do not consider
ourselves a traditional head company.
Our quality control and manufactur-
ing techniques make our broadheads
an excellent choice for today’s faster
bows. The Stinger BuzzCut will fly
with pin-point accuracy from any
bow shooting in the 350 feet per sec-
ond range. Our total focus has been
shifted to today’s high speed com-
pounds and we are seeing a steady
increase in sales. Once the consumer
sees how well our heads fly they are
sold and we are establishing an ever

growing list of loyal customers.  Every
single broadhead is tested for total tip
run-out and any tip with a run-out
greater than .003 of an inch will not
ship. All of our heads carry a full life-
time guarantee so if a consumer ever
has a problem with any of our heads
all they have to do is return it and it
will be replaced.” 

Carbon Express
For years Carbon Express has

been known as a leading innovator of
high performance carbon arrows and
now has brought the reputation for
cutting edge innovation to the broad-
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The growing popularity of crossbows is
leading to the development of new broad-
heads designed specifically for crossbow
use. Shown here is the all stainless steel
Boltcutter developed by Excalibur
Crossbows. The 150 grain head dramati-
cally changes the FOC of short crossbow
bolts increasing energy transfer on the
shot as well as down-range accuracy and
penetration.

The Magnus Stinger 100 grain four blad-
ed model is the number 2 seller in the
Magnus broadhead line-up.

The Magnus Stinger BuzzCut 100 grain
four bladed broadhead is the firm’s num-
ber one seller. Well suited for today’s high
speed compounds each head is checked
for total tip run-out before shipment.
Featuring a Diamond Tip for superior
strength and bone slitting penetration the
Stinger BuzzCut has a serrated edge for
maximum cutting and outstanding blood
trails.

The Talon by Steel Force is designed to
limit penetration for those bowhunters
hunting turkey and small game. The for-
ward facing ripper teeth increase tissue
and bone damage while the razor sharp
edges slices arteries and veins with ease.
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head market with the introduction of
the F-15 Dual Blade and the F-15
Expandable Broadhead. The F-15 is
the only broadhead with dual side-by-
side cutting blades. The two razor
sharp blades provide six cutting edges

and the firm says this creates a wound
channel 250 percent larger than single
bladed broadheads resulting in
increased blood loss, better blood
trails and ultimately a faster and
cleaner kill.

“We are thrilled to be able to
apply our cutting edge innovation and
years of research to broadheads” stat-
ed Carbon Express Director of
Marketing Stephen Graham. “For
years consumers have been asking us
when we would offer a Carbon
Express broadhead. We were commit-
ted to only doing so when the product
could adequately reflect and live up to
the quality of the Carbon Express
Brand and the F-15 clearly meets and
exceeds our expectations.”

Steel Force
Steel Force offers a complete line-

up of cut-on-contact broadheads
among which is its new Phathead
series. This short, low profile broad-
head gets its name from its .080 inch
thick stainless steel main blade.
Nearly indestructible because of its
materials and construction this head
allows for maximum disruption of
flesh and bone. Available in several
blade and weight configurations the
Phathead family has versions with
and without bleeder blades.     

As a by-product from the success
of the original Phathead line, the new
HHD (Howard Hill Design)
Traditional Series by Steelforce utilizes
a 3-to-1 length to width ratio and .080
thick main blades. Available in 125,
200 and 275 grains, the HHD by
Steelforce is available in both single
bevel and double bevel grind
(depending upon the model) allowing
traditional shooters to choose what
they prefer. 

Circle 135 on Response Card

For 2009 Carbon Express introduced its
new F-15 series broadheads. Manufactured
using a patented process that utilizes 440
stainless steel and a Pressure Injected Mold
(PIM), the F-15 is a solid one piece broadhead that is extremely durable offering preci-
sion straightness and razor sharp blades - times two. The F-15 is available in two mod-
els. The F-15 Dual Blade, a one piece fixed bladed broadhead, and the F-15 Expandable.

The 100 grain F-15 Dual Blade features a 1-1/8 inch cutting diameter, with .030 inch
thick blades while the 100 grain expandable F-15 features four parallel expandable .030
inch thick blades with a cutting diameter of 1-3/8 inches. Both broadheads feature an
aggressive, yet streamlined cut-on-contact design that provides superior penetration
and whisper quiet flight. Eastman says using dual blade technology is like shooting the
animal twice.

The Steel Force Phathead combines a low
profile design suitable for today’s faster
bows with razor sharp .080 inch thick
blades which are strong enough to with-
stand the toughest hunting conditions.
Available as two or four bladed models
the Phathead is available in weights of 75,
100, 125, 145 grains. There is also a 190
grain two bladed model.
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Grim Reaper
Grim Reaper offers a complete

line of mechanical broadheads with
both Razorcut and Razortip tips. The
Razorcuts feature a cutting blade on
the tip while the Razortip uses the
bone dicing durability of Grim
Reaper’s Trocrazor tip. Heads are
available in weights from 75 to 125
grains and cutting diameters of 1-1/8
to 2 inches. Grim Reaper tips are
extended beyond the blades to mini-
mize deflection and ensure the tip is
fully engaged before the blades open.

For maximum sharpness Grim
Reaper blades feature MAXX-Edge SS
technology. The .035 inch thick blades
are stepped down to a thinner .020
inch thickness at the cutting edge for a
combination of maximum strength
and sharpness.

Grim Reaper also has in its line-
up the Hades, a three fixed bladed
model for those bowhunters who pre-
fer non-mechanical heads. That head
also features MAXX-Edge SS blades.
The three blades align with the hard-
ened steel point and that point is V-
notched to allow for sharper edges.
This is the head you may have seen Jay
Liechty or his teammates dropping
onto an oak board setting on the
counter in his booth. The point is so
sharp it sticks like a dart. 

Dealer Feedback
Dave Andrews, owner of

Andrews Archery in Frackville,
Pennsylvania, tests every model
broadhead he sells. “I shoot every
broadhead I test into a thick 6061
aluminum metal plate,” said
Andrews. “If they don’t survive I don’t
sell them, it’s that simple. The two
broadheads I sell are the Grim
Reaper and the Steel Force
Phathead. Both of these heads have
proven themselves not only in my
personal test but in the field with my
customers. In my opinion the Grim
Reaper is an outstanding mechani-
cal head and I really like the strength
of the .080 inch thick blades on the
Steel Force Phathead. The Phathead
is a low profile head and is well suit-
ed for those that want to shoot a cut-
on-contact broadhead out of today’s
fast bows.”

Mitch Saxon, owner of Mitch’s
Archery in Canton, Georgia, stocks a
minimum of 12 different broadhead
brands at all times. “My broadhead
sales are a mix of about 60 percent
fixed bladed against 40 percent
mechanicals. While a lot of customers
seek my personal advice and prefer-
ence a large number also have their
own opinion and as a dealer I need to
respect that. The one thing I think is
important to remember is that while
mechanicals tend to fly easier out of
more set-ups it is the dealer’s respon-
sibility to make sure each customer’s
bow is set-up properly regardless of
the broadhead style they choose.”

“I remember a customer some
time ago that although his bow was
set up properly his fixed bladed
broadheads would not group with
field points of the same weight,”
Saxon continued. “The broadheads
grouped but flew about 6 inches to the
right consistently. When I shot his bow
the broadheads and field tips hit in
the same spot. It was driving me nuts
but because he shot consistently we
simply moved his sight to compen-
sate. I am a firm believer that no mat-
ter how good your set-up is the ulti-
mate test is to shoot the broadhead.
You are not ready to go hunting until
you know exactly where your broad-
heads are going to hit and the only

way to know that is to shoot them.”
“My broadhead mix is approxi-

mately 70 percent mechanical and 30
percent fixed bladed,” said Ty Davis
owner of Everything Archery located
in Memphis, Tennessee. “My broad-
head sales are driven mainly by cus-
tomer demand. I was not a fan of
mechanicals but my customers were
and if I didn’t supply them they would
simply buy them somewhere else. I
keep a wide variety of broadheads in
inventory to cover the popular brands
and models as well as some new
broadheads at all times. One of my
focus points at the recent ATA Show
was to specifically look at the new
broadheads being offered. While there
is loyalty among customers when it
comes to broadheads there are an
equal number looking for the next hot
head. I try to identify these potentially
hot new heads and my customers will
let me know if I made the right choice
through their sales.”        

Summary
It appears as if the broadhead

market like all some other aspects of
archery is in a constant state of flux.
The competition between mechani-
cals versus fixed bladed heads has
definitely leveled off with strong sup-
port in both camps. Fixed bladed
manufacturers are in the process of

“Because of the effi-
cient design and
quality of the blades
of the Grim Reaper
Broadhead it is not
uncommon for youth
and women shooting
bows between 38 and 49 pounds of draw weight and 25 to 27 inches in draw length to
shoot through both sides of a deer,” said Jay Liechty, President of Grim Reaper. “That
means that those hunters shooting bows in the 60 to 70 pound weight range have extra
kinetic energy that goes unused if they consistently find themselves with complete pass-
throughs. To give hunters a choice Grim Reaper now offers a new collar that can increase
the cutting diameter of the broadhead to take advantage of this excess energy for 2009.
This new collar increases a 1-3/4 inch cut head to 2 inches while increasing 1-1/8 inch
and 1-3/8 inch cut heads to 1-1/4 and 1-1/2 inches respectively  This way we’re giving the
hunter multiple choices with the same broadhead.”
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tweaking their designs by upgrading
tolerances and materials. Blades are
getting thicker for more strength and
manufacturing techniques are pro-
ducing sharpened edges never
thought possible. Broadhead profiles
are being modified and in many cases
reduced to work better in today’s high
speed bows.

Innovations abound in the
mechanical broadhead market with
new models constantly appearing on
the scene. For the most part the focus
is on increasing the efficiency
involved in blade deployment there-
fore increasing the amount of energy
delivered to the target. The current
trend is towards rear deployment
blades which are becoming quite

popular. We’ve also seen the advent of
hybrid heads like the NAP
BloodRunner, a head that launches
with swept back blades and then
widens them on impact.

Will the broadhead market settle
down soon to tried and true models?
My guess is that is very unlikely. The
good news is the number of excellent
broadheads from which to choose,
both mechanical and fixed bladed,
has never been better. While most
dealers have favorite styles and
brands it might be dangerous to sim-
ply block out all other options. Trends
are ever changing and there is a seg-
ment of consumers that are always
looking for something “new”. The best
approach might be to stick with

proven sellers for most of your inven-
tory while keeping your eyes and ears
open to see what is coming down the
pike. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Circle 269 on Response Card

Nick Giannetti’s skill with broadhead design goes
beyond designing them for warm-blooded game.
Steel Force also has broadheads for bowfishing,
as Steve Korbrine (left) found out in visiting the
firm’s booth at the ATA Show this past January.
Giannetti said the many permits available to take
alligators in the Southeastern States has led to
strong sales for the Steel Force Gator Head. The
head has .055 inch thick blades, weighs 200 grains
and measures 1-1/2 inches wide. The most unique
feature is the angled blades, which causes the
head to turn and grab flesh rather than come
back out the wound channel. “With this head, no
gaffe is needed,” Giannetti claimed. “You can liter-
ally hook your line to an ATV or pickup and pull
the gator out of the water.” The head should also be popular for hunting big alligator
gar which are known for their flint-like scales. Reach Steel Force at (570) 448-2845.
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